
English

The world is changing—shouldn’t the way you recruit candidates change too? Recruiters and other HR 
professionals have trusted Versant tests for over 25 years to standardize their recruiting processes and 
make effective hiring decisions. Versant + Remote Monitoring combines the reliability of the Versant 
English tests with the flexibility of a secure offsite testing experience, enabling corporations to expand 
their talent pool and advance only the most qualified candidates.

AI algorithms detect any suspicious activities during testing, empowering administrators to review 
whether a test result seems authentic.

What is it looking for?

Versant + Remote Monitoring
Secure offsite exams to streamline your recruiting process

How does it work?

Remote monitoring secured by AI, trusted by experts
Versant + Remote Monitoring allows your candidates to take the Versant English exams at a convenient 
off-site location, with additional layers of security and verification. Pearson has partnered with HirePro, a 
leading HR assessment solution provider with over 15 years of proctoring experience, to automatically 
monitor Versant testing using their specialized AI algorithms. While there is no human examiner present 
during the exam, test sessions are monitored and recorded through HirePro’s online proctoring service, 
and suspicious test taker behaviors are flagged for administrators to review.

Image monitoring: a different face 
or multiple faces appearing in the 
video frame, or camera blocked 

Video monitoring: test taker 
moving out of camera view, more 
than one person in camera view, 
or looking away from the camera 
multiple times 

Browser monitoring: navigating 
away from the test window. 
Changing tabs multiple times will 
be counted as violations

Complete recording: access 
anytime for audits and reviews. 
Suspicious segments highlighted 
for easy review  



Compatible with Versant 4 Skills Essential Test, 
Versant English Test and Versant Writing Test
Web-delivered testing only
Computer and headset with built-in microphone 
required
Stable internet connection required

Remote Monitoring at a glance

Administrator gains access and adds test takers to 
the HirePro test admin platform
Invitations are sent via email to test takers inviting 
them to take their Versant test
Test takers are prompted to upload a photograph 
and provide their consent to be monitored
Test takers follow the on-screen instructions to take 
their test
As tests are completed, admins can download 
scores and review session recordings for any 
fraudulent behavior

Contact Us
U.S.A. Shawn Kaplan | skaplan@tdsgs.com | 330 714 1506 
Philippines: Ryan Castro | rcastro@tdsgs.com | 0917 819 0335
www.tdsgs.com

Easy test administration process
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Allows the security of an in-person 
test, with the convenience of 
on-demand testing anytime and 
anywhere in the world

Test taker data is securely stored 
and meets all GDPR standards 

Flexible. Secure. 

Remote monitoring identifies 
suspicious behavior and incident 
reporting available for admin 
within minutes of test completion

Fast. 

Remote testing improves 
recruiting efficiency so only the 
most qualified candidates advance 
to in-person interviews

Cost effective. 

Candidate Snapshot

Proctoring Review

Is Candidate Suspicious?

Previous Comments :

Stuart 03:47 7th Apr, 2020
Suspicious: Yes
Comments: very suspicious, retest

Comments*

Yes No

very suspicious, retest

Submit

Face Match

Face Match Status: Suspicious

Snapshot:

Candidate image:

Match 17%




